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2019 AUCKLAND 
CONFERENCE 
SUCCESS THROUGH 
ENDEAVOUR  

THE NEW ZEALAND CONCRETE CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION (NZCCA) STRUCK THE 
PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICAL WITH ITS 2019 CONFERENCE HELD 
13-14 SEPTEMBER AT THE SUDIMA HOTEL AND VILLA MARIA WINERY IN AUCKLAND. 

The City of Sails blessed the event with two days of fine weather, with delegates, some having 
travelled from the South Island, enjoying the sights and sounds of New Zealand’s biggest city. 

Immediate Past President, Brad Robertson, is eager to point out that for the 2019 event the 
association’s Board and Conference Organising Committee wanted to place a greater emphasis 
on getting delegates directly involved with activities. 

“The ‘hands-on’ aspects were crucial to the success of this year’s Conference,” says Brad. “We 
tried really hard to achieve a ‘wow factor’, and I’m pretty confident that with the construction of 
the slab at Villa Maria on the second day, that is what we did.” 

“In the lead-up to the slab demonstration, the speakers we had on the first day offered some 
fascinating insights into operational and technical topics, as well as recently completed projects.  
Add to that the social activities, including the awards, and overall I’m very pleased with the way 
the event played out.” 

Association President, Carol McMillan, echoes Brad’s thoughts, offering praise to all those 
individuals and companies that supported the event. 

“Organising the annual Conference requires a huge amount of effort from a great many people, 
all of whom deserve to be acknowledged,” says Carol.  “I encourage everyone, from the sponsors, 
exhibitors, speakers and the Organising Committee, to take a bow.” 

Carol feels that the 2019 Conference raised the bar to a new level, which will make planning and 
managing the 2020 event very demanding, however she is up for the challenge. 

“The success of this year’s Conference was directly related to the amount of hard work and effort 
invested.  So, we have an excellent template for next year’s event which I’m sure will once again 
offer all members tremendous value,” concludes Carol. 
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CONFERENCE DAY 1
SUDIMA HOTEL AUCKLAND AIRPORT 

Greeted by trade exhibitors in the Sudima 
Hotel lobby, delegates then made their way 
into the main room to hear President Brad 
Robertson give another of his very entertaining 
Conference openings. 

The NZCCA Annual General Meeting saw a 
number of long-term members, including Brad, 
Martin Black, Adam Leach and Brian O’Keeffe 
step down and be replaced by Mike Eggers, 
Brett Armitage and Dion Walker. 

The technical session began with John Alberti 
and Ryan Rogers from Ramset Reid Danley 
outlining a number of new products. This was 
followed by Paul Bailey of the BCITO and Ralf 
Kessel of Concrete NZ looking at trade training 
and concrete surface finishes respectively.  
The session was brought to a close with Dene 
Cook of Firth Industries explaining the concrete 
challenges overcome on the Christchurch 
Hospital project. 

After enjoying the hospitality of the Conference 
sponsors in the trade exhibit area, delegates 
departed for an enjoyable evening meal and 
entertainment at Butterfly Creek - a menagerie 
in Mangere. 

CONFERENCE DAY 2
VILLA MARIA ESTATE

Day 2 got underway with a health & safety 
briefing at the Villa Maria Estate. This set the 
scene for a hugely enjoyable day focussed 
around the placing and finishing of a large slab 
to extend the facilities’ loading bay area. 

With input from all of Auckland’s ready mixed 
concrete suppliers along with the city’s finest 
concrete pumpers and placers, the slab took 
shape over the day as the large crowd watched 
on in appreciation. 

Product displays and demonstrations occurred 
simultaneously, with the action only stopping 
for speakers, including Sean Page-Wood of 
BOSFA and Tim Walker of Conslab to share 
their knowledge. Martin Black and Brad 
Robertson chaired a discussion that covered 
a number of current issues, before delegates 
headed back to the Sudima Hotel. 

Conference proceedings came to a close with 
the Awards evening hosted by the lovely Louise 
Pagonis. Wanganui Concrete Contractors took 
home the Supreme Award, Brad was farewelled 
as President and Carol welcomed, while the 
contribution made to the association and 
industry by Martin was acknowledged.

NZCCA WOULD LIKE TO THANK...
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In November 2018 Wanganui Concrete 
Contractors started on a journey alongside 
Rotorua based Concrete Structures Limited 
to construct the 195-metre-long 4.5-metre-
wide He Ara Kotahi Bridge and surrounding 
concrete works.

The structural design was inspired by a fallen 
karaka tree, with its roots on the southern 
side, its trunk across the river channel and its 
canopy resting on the city bank. 

A feature of the four-span bridge is the nine-
metre-wide viewing area in the centre, which 
provides a vantage point for pedestrians to 
view the river 10 metres below, the surrounding 
countryside and the Tararua Ranges. 
The Judges felt that Wanganui Concrete 
Contractor’s significant contribution to this 
high-profile project elevated them to the 
Supreme Award amongst an incredibly strong 
field in 2019. 

Stu and his team accommodated design 
changes, stringent environmental controls, not 
to mention public scrutiny, all while delivering 
a quality outcome built on an uncompromising 
approach to concrete contracting. 

The Best Commercial Award also went to 
Wanganui Concrete Contractors for the He Ara 
Kotahi Bridge in Palmerston North.

HE ARA KOTAHI BRIDGE LEADS TO 
AWARDS SUCCESS 

STU PACKARD OF WANGANUI CONCRETE CONTRACTORS WAS EXTREMELY PROUD TO 
TAKE HOME THE TOP HONOUR AT THE 2019 NEW ZEALAND CONCRETE CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND AWARDS HELD IN AUCKLAND 13-14 SEPTEMBER. 
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Wanting more than just an “ordinary” 
concrete driveway, the client’s requirements 
were exceeded by this almost 700-metre-
long 6-metre-wide subdivision roadway. The 
10-millimetre exposed aggregate black oxide 
concrete incorporates a number of stamped 
sections that make use of the subdivision logo. 

Approximately 3,700 square metres of concrete 
was placed across 6 pours, with each pour 
being 90 linear metres with an imprint section 
between. The pours started at 3am as it was 
essential to ensure a consistent supply of 
concrete, place without cold joints forming, be 
able to apply a surface retarder and wash off 
before night fall. 

As is often the case, the biggest challenge was 
the weather, which created compaction and 
engineering issues, and prevented the concrete 
trucks from backing down the road. Regardless, 
the outcome forms a durable and decorative 
backbone for a sought-after subdivision. 

BEST COMMERCIAL AWARD
HIGHLY COMMENDED  
WALLEN CONCRETING FOR WHITFORD-MARAETAI ROAD PROJECT IN AUCKLAND 
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About 90 Year 9 students were involved in the 
two-day project, which saw about 12.5 cubic 
metres of concrete being formed into decorative 
paths as part of a sustainability project. 

The project began with students attending 
workshops on a range of topics including soil 
and water testing. From there they learnt how 
to measure the area of the ground that was 
designated for the garden and to develop scaled 
drawings of the area. 

MOST INNOVATIVE AWARD 

ABSOLUTE DRIVEWAYS FOR THE ROLLESTON COLLEGE STUDENT PROJECT IN CHRISTCHURCH 

In recognition of members who have  “thought outside the box”. 

Through a partnership between Absolute 
Driveways and Christchurch Ready Mix 
Concrete the students then placed and finished 
the garden paths, incorporating 3D printed 
stencil shapes and individually decorated local 
Halswell Quarry rocks. 

Another positive of the project was the 
collaboration between concrete contracting 
and ready mixed concrete sectors to help with 
the students’ project as well as promote the 
product and industry.
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Constructing a skate park over 700 kilometres 
away in Christchurch, posed a number of 
logistical challenges for Hastings based 
Angus McMillan Concrete. However, these 
were overcome through careful planning and 
attention to detail, which also set the tone for 
waste minimisation across the project. 

After installing a silt fence to protect waterways, 
pours were planned to ensure formwork 
plywood was re-used. Furthermore, a 
commitment to ensuring this community facility 
was finished to a high-quality finish also ticked a 
number of sustainability boxes. 

ENVIRONMENTAL/ 
SUSTAINABILITY 
AWARD 

ANGUS MCMILLAN CONCRETE FOR THE 
HALSWELL SKATE PARK IN CHRISTCHURCH 

In recognition of sustainability across social 
and economic areas as well as environmental 
responsibilities. 
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Managing all aspects of this project, from 
preparation through to placing and finishing, 
Wallen Concreting’s attention to detail is evident 
in the exposed aggregate, black oxide and shell 
driveway, that also includes an acid washed 
section in the turning area. 

Catering for the owner’s wish to install a water 
feature at a later date was a challenge, but 
also an opportunity for Wallen Concreting to 
showcase their design credentials. 

Other aspects of the project that demanded 
precision were the need for the boundary 
concrete to be the correct height for an electronic 
gate, and for the positioning of the badminton 
and basketball fixtures to be within tolerance.  
This is an exceptional outcome that brings the 
dwelling to life. 

BEST RESIDENTIAL 
AWARD 

WALLEN CONCRETING FOR MARERETU 
AVENUE IN PUKEKOHE  

In recognition of outstanding concrete work in or 
around a dwelling.
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Responsible for the construction of this 
spectacular driveway, The Concrete Company 
also played an important role in developing the 
unique design. 

In addition to being durable and fit for purpose 
a key design consideration was to integrate 
seamlessly with the house and surrounding 
farmland. 

The 720 square metre driveway used Hyland 
Dark Stone from Allied Concrete and was 
accomplished across three pours during late 
winter. This led to a number of challenges, such 
as accurately measuring concrete volumes 
to ensure sufficient Hyland Dark Stone was 
available and matching the exposure of the 
three pours in different weather conditions. 

The client did not want any visible saw cuts in 
the exposed aggregate concrete, so 600mm 
plain concrete inserts crisscross the driveway, 
acting as free joints, and creating the distinctive 
checkerboard effect that is so striking. 

BEST DECORATIVE 
AWARD 

THE CONCRETE COMPANY FOR EGGERS 
ROAD IN NELSON 

In recognition of aesthetic achievement using 
concrete. 
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Over an extended two-year period caused by 
variations to the project schedule, multiple 
foremen changes and the need to work around 
other trades, the most valuable skill displayed by 
The Concrete Cutter was ‘patience’. 

A wrongly measured rebate needed repair 
using an  experimental mix of coloured resins 
and stones, while the recessed mat wells added 
to the difficulty as these effectively created 
separate floors in the concourse. 

BEST DECORATIVE AWARD
HIGHLY COMMENDED 
THE CONCRETE CUTTER FOR THE GREEN MEADOWS CENTRE IN NELSON  

The finish created under these frustrating 
circumstances adds a natural sophistication 
to the building, allowing for a warm and light 
environment leading to the concourse and 
family-friendly café. 

Often overlooked in terms of a new building’s 
celebrated features, its floor, or more precisely 
its polished concrete floor, sets the overall 
tone. This is certainly the case at The Green 
Meadows Centre.
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JAKE WALLEN
2019 NZCCA BCITO SCHOLARSHIP 

The 2019 NZCCA BCITO scholarship went to Jake 
Wallen of Wallen Concreting.

The Award recognizes the enthusiasm and 
career potential of an individual employed by 
an association member company and meets 
the enrolment costs of a BCITO concrete based 
qualification.

See page 17 of the December 2019 On the Level.

MARTIN BLACK
LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Martin Black of Martin Black Concrete 
Construction was acknowledged with Life 
Membership of the NZCCA.

Marty’s outstanding contribution as a founding 
member of the NZ Master Concrete Placers 
Association was recognised, along with his 
involvement in the recent launch of the NZCCA.

Marty treated the audience with a heart-felt 
speech in which he recalled his beginnings in the 
concrete contracting industry and encouraged 
all present to be proud of their profession.

See pages 14-15 of the December 2019 On the Level.

BRAD ROBERTSON
PRESIDENT STEPS DOWN

Concluding formalities at the 2019 NZCCA 
Conference Brad Robertson stepped down as 
President after completing a four-year term.

During his time as President, Brad 
demonstrated exceptional leadership. His 
energy, enthusiasm and vision were to the fore 
throughout the launch of the NZCCA and were 
clearly on display in the planning and execution 
of the 2019 NZCCA Conference.

Brad will be succeeded as President by Carol 
McMillan of Angus McMillan Concrete Ltd.

NZCCA INDIVIDUAL HONOURS

Jake Wallen and Paul Bailey (BCITO)

Martin Black

Brad Robertson
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